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A. IDENTITY OF PETITIONER

Petitioner Darrel Harris, appellant below, ask this Court to review

the decision of the Court of Appeals referred to in Section B below. 

13. COURT OF APPEALS DECISION

A Pierce County jury convicted petitioner of child rape and child

molestation against . 1, 1, as well as indecent liberties against the girl' s

mother. The Court of Appeals affirmed petitioner' s convictions in Stale r. 

Iarris, Slip Op. No. 47477- 8- 11 ( filed Feb. 7, 2017). 

C. ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW

J. 1, a five-year-old girl, claimed that Darrel Harris carried her

into his room, shut the door, and molested her. Her mother testilied that

she had seen the door closed at times. A defense investigator examined the

house, however, and was prepared to testi that the doorway did not even

have a ranee from which a door could be' hung, making their claims

impossible. The jury never got to hear his testimony. The court ruled that

if Mr. Harris testified, then the investigator conic! not. Mr. Harris was

given a Sophie' s choice: he could exercise his constitutional right to

testify on his own behalf, or he could exercise his constitutional right to

present vvitnesses with relevant information, but he could not do both. The

court' s decision violates Mr. Harris' s right to present a defense and creates
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a dangerous new rule for excluding evidence. Is review appropriate under

RAP 13. 4( b)( 1), ( 3)? 

2. KM, a 25- year-old woman, claimed she was sexually assaulted by

her uncle on the morning of November 6, 2013. ' I' o explain why she

delayed reporting it for three days, KM claimed she had been in shock, 

was terrified for her life, and nearly hysterical. The security camera at her

uncle' s house told a different story. It recorded interactions on November

6 between KM and appellant, after the alleged assault. The video showed

KM behaving normally. In fact, the footage showed KM calling Harris

over and giving him a hug before he left for work. The judge excluded the

video, finding it was not relevant. The court of appeals affirmed, finding

the footage was not essential because the case did not hinge on the hug." 

Did the court of appeals violate Mr. Harris' s Sixth Amendment right to

present a defense when it substituted its own opinion ol' the persuasiveness

of the evidence, making review appropriate under RAI' 13. 4( b)( 3)? 

3. The court of appeals found multiple instances of prosecutorial

misconduct. These included: telling the jury that the State could only

prosecute 1% of rape cases if a child' s word required corroboration; that

the prosecutor' s office regularly prosecuted cases with similar amounts of

evidence as in the I-lapis ease; and that children would be left unprotected

if a jury required corroboration. The prosecutor also expressed her
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personal belief in the defendant' s guilty. The court of appeals upheld the

convictions based on lack of an objection, but failed to identify how ajury

could disregard this evidence had an objection been made. This case

highlights the lack of standards and inconsistent rulings on the

effectiveness of curative instructions. Is review appropriate under RAP

13. 4( b)( I)_( 3)? 

4. If an instruction really could have cured the inflammatory

misconduct, does defense counsel' s failure to object make review

appropriate under RAP 13. 4( b)( 3)? 

5. Did these and other errors combine to deprive Mr. Harris of a

fair trial, making review appropriate under RAP 13. 4( b)( 3)? 

D. STATEMENT OF FAC' T' S

A full statement of facts is contained in appellant' s opening brief

What follows is an overview of the allegations and trial testimony, with

facts specific to the issues on review set forth in the argument section. 

1. KM moves into Darrel Harris' s house

In the late summer of 2013, Darrel Harris was 48 years old. RP

693. 1 I- Ic was a property manager and real estate agent, and owned a

I he report of proceedings are sequentially numbered with two exceptions. The opening
was separately transcribed and is referred to herein as " ORP." Additionally, February 24, 
2015, is separately paginated. That transcript, which includes the closing argument. is
referred to herein as " CRP." 
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three- bedroom house in Puyallup. RP 660, 674. His niece, KM, was 25

years old. She had a live -year-old daughter named .IJ. RP 397-98. 

In September of 2013, KM contacted Mr. Harris and asked if she

could move in for a short while with JJ. She had recently broken up with

her boyfriend and needed a place to stay. RP 662. Mr. I- Iarris had allowed

her to stay with him twice before. Id. Peeling bad for her, he agreed to

help them out. KM and .IJ moved in on September 23, 2013. RI' 661. 

The living arrangement was intended to be temporary, until KM

was back on her feet. RP 662- 63. One of Mr. Harris' s conditions was that

KM had to actively seek paid employment. He also required KM to cover

J. I' s food through KM' s food stamps and cash allotment. RP 663. KM

moved into the second bedroom and JJ moved into the third. 

Over the next six weeks, Mr. Harris' s became frustrated as KM

didn' t appear to be looking ! or work, refused to clean up around the house, 

and was always asking for money or riches. RP 677- 680. In late October

Mr. Harris wrote KM a note about the unacceptable situation and the need

for change. Id; Ex. 8. Although KM seemed hurt at first, her behavior and

their relationship improved for a while. RP 681. 

On Wednesday, November 6, 2013— the date KM would later

claim she was assaulted— Mr. 1- Iarris went to work late so he could drive

KM to a doctor appointment. RP 683. The appointment was at 11: 00 am, 
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and all three of them left the house shortly after 10: 00 am. RP 683- 84. 

Following the doctor visit, they had lunch at a restaurant and returned

home around 3: 00 pm. RP 684. KM had another doctor appointment for

the following day, but Mr. Harris told her he had already missed too much

work and would not be able to drive her. RP 685. 

At about 3: 15 pm, Mr. Harris was headed toward his car to go to

work when KM called him back. She was seated outside. KM gestured

with her arms for Mr. Harris to pull her up, which he did. Shc gave him a

big hug. RP 385. Mr. Harris then continued on to work. These interactions

were recorded by Mr. Harris' s home security camera. 

When Mr. Harris got home that evening, KM and JJ were gone. 

KM called to say that she and . LI were staying at her aunt' s that night

because her aunt could drive her to the doctor' s office the next day. KM

and JJ did not come back to the house on Thursday. RP 686- 87. KM

returned to the house Friday afternoon with a friend to pick up her food

stamps. Mr. I- larris reminded her that it was her turn to pick up groceries

once the food stamps arrived. KM said that she would be back shortly and

they would go grocery shopping that evening. RP 689. Shc did not come

back, which annoyed Mr. Harris. The next morning he had to go out to the

store to buy groceries to make breakfast. This was the final straw. Mr. 

Harris phoned KM and told her to conic pick up her stuff, because she was
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no longer welcome at the house. RP 689- 90. After initially denying it, KM

acknowledged that she received that call. That was the last contact Mr. 

Harris had with either .IJ or KM. RP 692. 

Mr. Harris denies the allegations leveled against him. RP 693. 

2. KM gives a different account of what occurred on
November 6° i. 

Pierce County Sheriff' s Deputy Richards was working the late

swing shill on November 9, 2013. RP 247. Dispatch had taken a call from

KM, and Deputy Richards was retuning that call around 5: 45 pm. KM

said her uncle had touched her inappropriately. RP 248. She did not say

anything about her daughter. RP 281. Deputy Richards spent

approximately twenty to thirty minutes talking to KM, but because she

was crying hysterically, it was difficult to understand everything she said. 

Deputy Richards suggested she try writing it down, and said he would

come by to see her. RP 248- 50. 

When Deputy Richards met KM about a half hour later, she was

still " hysterically crying." RP 251; 258. The deputy said that compared to

others, KM was " one of the more upset people as far as crying." RP 252. 

KM reported events to Deputy Richards as follows: Three or four days

earlier she had woken to find her uncle, Mr. Harris, sitting on her bed, 

rubbing her vagina over her pajamas. RP 257. She told him to stop, which
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he did. Mr. Harris told her that he wanted sex with her twice a week if she

was going to live there for free. RP 257. KM said that she did not report it

earlier because she was fearful of him. RP 252. At trial, she testified that

she waited three days to call the police because " I didn' t know what to do. 

I was in such shock." RP 422

After telling Deputy Richards her story, KM added that her

daughter recently said that Mr. Harris had touched her inappropriately. RP

258, 278. Because Deputy Richards lacked experience with interviewing

children, he let KM ask the questions. RP 259. KM told II to tell the

deputy what she had said earlier. Id. .1. 1 said Mr. Harris touched her in " the

private spot" with his finger and it hurt. RP 259- 60. She said it happened

one time. RP 429. 

As set forth in appellant' s opening brief, both KM and JJ' s

testimony changed significantly over time. Following .LI' s disclosure, she

had a medical exam with normal results. She was interviewed at the Pierce

County Prosecutor' s Office. JJ told the interviewer that Mr. Harris

assaulted her 33 times. RP 547. She also described how she watched Mr. 

Harris grab her mother and take her clothes off. RP 568. 
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E. WHY REVIEW SHOULD 13E ACCEPTED

1. The court violated Mr. Harris' s Sixth Amendment right

to confrontation when it forced him to choose between

the right to testify and the right to present witnesses on
his own behalf. 

A criminal defendant has a constitutional right to testify on this

behalf. He also has a constitutional right to call witnesses to testify on his

behalf if they have relevant information. These rights are so fundamental

that a defendant must expressly acknowledge that he is giving up these

rights when he enters a plea. See OR 4. 3( g). In the present case, however, 

the trial court forced Mr. Harris to choose between these two important

rights. In doing so, the court deprived Mr. Harris of his Sixth Amendment

right to confront the evidence against hire. 

This testimony centered on . I. I' s claim that the abuse sometimes

occurred when Mr. Harris picked her up, carried her to his room and

closed the door. RP 354- 55, 364. Mr. Harris pointed out that this was

impossible, because there was no frame from which a door could even be

hung. RP 669. The house was in a state of disrepair when he purchased it, 

and hanging doors was not a high priority for Mr. Harris, who lived alone. 

Id. 

JJ also claimed that Mr. Harris sometimes went into her room and

closed her door. Although Mr. Harris had installed a door for JJ' s privacy
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when she moved in, the length of the bed blocked the door from closing. 

Additionally, KM had a direct view into J. I' s room from her own room. RP

668. KM disputed much of this, claiming there had been a door on Mr. 

Harris' s room. RI' 409- 10. She also claimed that J. 1' s door did close, and

that sometimes she found it shut. RP 456. 

Recognizing this would be a disputed issue, and that the prosecutor

would question Mr. Harris' s credibility, the defense had earlier hired a

private investigator named Ron Bone to inspect the house and take

measurements. Defense counsel told the jury in opening that they would

hear from Mr. Bone about the layout of the house and the absence of

doors. OCP 17. Id. The jury never got to hear the investigator' s testimony

Prior to Mr. Harris taking the stand, the prosecutor moved to

exclude the investigator' s testimony as cumulative of Mr. I- Iarris' s

testimony. The defense agreed that the testimony would be similar to Mr. 

Harris' s testimony, but that it was nevertheless needed: " To be very blunt, 

it' s an independent person that' s not the defendant testifying.... 1 think

that this is something important that the jury hear that it' s not just coming

from the accused." RP 619- 20. " In terms of it being a waste of time, I

think Mr. Bone will be on and off." RP 621. Defense counsel added. " We

are not going to spend a lot of time on it, but I think the independence of

9



his investigation, and he may be more specific in terns of measurements

and things." RP 620. 

The court nevertheless excluded all of Mr. Bone' s testimony, 

including introduction of photographs and diagrams, on the basis that it

was cumulative to Mr. Harris' s testimony. RP 621. The court ruled that

the investigator could only take the stand if Mr. Harris did not testify. / d. 

This is a clear infringement on Mr. Harris' s constitutional right to confront

the evidence against him. 

Criminal defendants have constitutional rights to testify on their

own behalf and to present a complete defense. Mr. Harris was forced to

choose between these rights; by exercising one he had to give up another. 

Contrary to what the trial court and Court of Appeals believe, exclusion of

an independent, relevant, corroborative defense witness was not merely an

evidentiary ruling in this case. It severely impacted Mr. Harris' s

constitutional trial rights. Slate v. Jones, 168 Wn. 2d 713, 720, 230 P. 3d

576 ( 2010); Crane v. Kentucky, 476 U. S. 683, 690, 106 S. Ct. 2142, 90 L. 

Ed. 2d 636 ( 1986); U. S. Const. amend. VI, XIV; Wash. Const. art. 1, § 22. 

Defense evidence need only be relevant to be admissible. State v. Darden, 

145 Wn. 2d 612, 622, 41 P. 3d 1189 ( 2002). " MI relevant, the burden is on

the State to show the evidence is so prejudicial as to disrupt the fairness of

the fact- finding process at trial." Darden, 145 Wn. 2d at 622. 
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By contrast, KM was allowed to corroborate .I. I' s statements about

the door. Additionally, the State was allowed to introduce J.I' s statements

through multiple witnesses, despite the cumulative nature of' the

testimony. It makes no sense that the State was allowed to present

cumulative testimony while Mr. I- larris, the only one in the courtroom with

constitutional rights at stake, was denied a single witness to testify in

support of his position. 

The court and the parties all agreed the defense investigator' s

evidence was relevant to a disputed issue. The prosecutor extensively

cross- examined Mr. I- Iarris about the layout of the house, the photographs

he presented, and whether there was a door that closed. RP 696- 99. In

closing, she attacked his credibility on this issue: " The defendant testified. 

Like l have said, you can consider his motive in weighing his credibility. 

He does have something to lose or to gain by testifying." CRP 63. This

argument would have been less persuasive had Mr. I- Iarris been allowed to

introduce his unbiased, independent witness on the matter. 

The court' s decision violates the Sixth Amendment and is contrary

to general rules of evidence. As this Court explained long ago in

Mogelbeig v. Calhoun, 94 Wn. 662, 677, 163 P. 29, 34 ( 1917), where " the

evidence was not excluded because it was incompetent, irrelevant, or

immaterial, but solely because of the ruling of the court limiting the
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number of eyewitnesses to the accident which might be produced and

examined in behalf of appellants," the Court is " constrained to hold that

the trial court erroneously excluded the testimony of these witnesses." 

Notably, even though this was a civil case, the court reversed the civil

judgment based on the exclusion of witnesses. 

The right to testify and the right to present relevant testimony

through witnesses are not mutually exclusive. ' fhe court erred in excluding

relevant, necessary evidence. Review is appropriate under RAP 13. 4( 11)( 1) 

and ( 4). 

2. The court violated Mr. Harris' s Sixth Amendment right

to present a defense when it excluded video surveillance

footage that could impeach KM' s credibility. 

K['4 claimed she was sexually assaulted on the morning of

November 6, 2013. She described an assault so traumatic that she was in

shock and could not think straight to call the police until three days later. 

As noted above, when she did call the police, she was in hysterics. 

In order to rebut the claim that Mr. Harris had sexually assaulted

KM, the defense sought to introduce honk -security footage taken the

same day. RP 214- 16. The tape showed Mr. Harris, KM and ,I. I behaving

normally when leaving the house an hour after the alleged abuse. RP 216, 

220- 21. Another part of the video showed them returning with takeout

food later that day. Defense counsel explained to the judge how the same
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segment then shows Mr. Harris leaving for work. " KM waves him back

over and gives him a hug. And again, very inconsistent with an individual

that is alleging abuse." 2 RP 220. Defense counsel renewed his request to

admit the security footage later in the trial: "[ he " visual of KM engaging

with an individual that she has alleged has just molested her earlier that

same day is absolutely essential for the jury to see."" RP 633. 

The trial court ruled that " what happened out in the side arca that' s

viewed from the camera" was not relevant to the case and thus the Footage

would be excluded. CP 637. Yet in the very next sentence of her ruling, 

the judge agreed that witness testimony about KM' s actions Following the

alleged incident was still admissible. Id. Clearly, the court and parties

recognized that KM' s behavior that morning and afternoon was relevant to

whether a sexual assault had occurred and KM' s statement that she feared

For her lite. If the testimony of what occurred was relevant, how could

objective video evidence of the same subject matter not be relevant as

well? ER 401. 

The court of appeals nevertheless affirmed the exclusion of the

video on the basis that it was cumulative and that " the footage was not

essential because the case did not hinge on the hug." Slip Op. at 21, 22. 

Respectfully, the court of appeals was mistaken. When there is one

At trial, KM would not admit that she waved him back over and initiated a hug. RP 492
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witness to an alleged crime, the ease hinges on her credibility. From the

start, the defense theory was that KM had manipulated . I. 1 to make false

accusations against Mr. I- Iarris. Jurors are expected to use common sense

to evaluate words and demeanor of witnesses in order to determine their

credibility. KM told a story which, based on her filmed demeanor from the

same day, did not appear to be true. The credibility

belonged to the jury, not the judge. 

A trial court is not allowed to substitute itsjudgmen

determination

for that of the

jury, and may not exclude evidence because the court finds it

unpersuasive. See e. g., United Scales vv. Pialero, 72 F. 3d 806, 813 ( 10' 

Cir. 1995). (" If a rule were to say that a defendant may not offer evidence

in defense unless the Judge believes it, that rule would violate the right to

jury trial.") Under Stale v. Jones, only il' the State' s need to exclude the

evidence is " compelling in nature" may the trial court exclude even

minimally relevant evidence. Id. at 723. The State could point to no

compelling need to exclude the evidence. The brief time necessary to view

the surveillance film was not burdensome. As the State cannot prove this

error was harmless beyond a reasonable doubt, reversal is required. 

Review is appropriate under RAP 13. 4( h)( 1) & ( 3). Additionally, 

as the court of appeals still struggles to determine when a constitutional
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standard of review applies to the exclusion of defense evidence, 

acceptance of review would provide needed guidance. 

3. The court of appeals' failure to address how a curative

instruction could have been effective in this particular

context merits review under RAP 13. 4( b)( 1) & ( 3). 

In closing argument, the prosecutor admonished the jury they had

taken an oath to not require corroboration of a child' s word. CRP52. She

then asked them to imagine a world where the majority of children would

be turned away From the courts because " I' n to one is going to believe a kid

with nothing beside your word to prove it." CRP 53- 54. 

The prosecutor then regaled the jury with " facts" and figures

outside the confines of the record. She warned that the State would only be

able to prosecute " maybe one percent of the crimes" if the law required

more proof. CRP 91. To the remaining 99% of victims, prosecutors would

have to say, " Too bad. Your words are not enough." M. She then

compared Mr. Harris' s case with others that had been prosecuted by her

office. She assured the jury that rape cases are prosecuted frequently with

no more proof than what they had been presented here. " What I am telling

you is that there almost never is other proof. This is not unusual. Yet, 

these cases are prosecutable." CPR 97. 

The prosecutor improperly appealed to the juror' s passions, 

suggesting that most rapists might get away with their crimes: " Lucky for
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rapists that there is hardly any physical evidence, if any, that is ever left." 

CRP 96- 97. She implored the jurors to not " Ict the defendant get away

with this because it is like so many others where there is no corroborating

evidence. It doesn' t matter. He did it. Find him guilty." CRP 98. 

The court of appeals agreed with Mr. Harris that the prosecutor

engaged in repeated acts oI' misconduct. The only area of disagreement

was on whether the prosecutor had misstated the law when she told the

jurors they had taken an oath not to require corroboration. The court of

appeals recognized the prosecutor had engaged in improper emotional

arguments designed to encourage the jury to convict, not on the evidence, 

but to protect children in general. She argued her office' s insider

information about the type of charges that are tiled, and shared her

personal belief' as to Mr. Harris' s guilt. Where the court of appeals failed

was in holding that all of this could have been cured by a timely objection. 

The failure to object will not prevent a reviewing court from

protecting a defendant' s constitutional right to a fair trial." Stale n. Walker. 

182 Wn.2d 463, 477, 341 P. 3d 976 ( 2015). To protect a defendant' s right

to a fair trial, the court must review the type of prosecutorial misconduct

that took place and determine what, if any, instruction could have un -rung

the bell. The court of appeals did not engage in this kind of review and

simply reiterated that jurors are presumed to follow the law. See Seale v. 
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Anderson, 153 Wn. App. 417, 428, 220 P. 3d 1273 ( 2009), review denied

170 Wn.2d 1002 ( 2010). 

Curative instructions are not " one size fits all." Some misconduct

is easily cured by instruction. For instance, in Stale v. Emery, 174 Wn.2d

741, 763, 278 P. 3d 653 ( 2012), the Supreme Court found the prosecutor' s

misstatements regarding burden of proof and reasonable doubt were not of

the type usually considered inflammatory. Consequently, the defendant in

Emery could not establish a curative instruction would have been

ineffective. Id. al 764. 

Misconduct that is not so easily cured by instruction are those in

which the prosecutor invites the jury to decide the case on " an emotional

basis, relying on a threatened impact on other cases, or society in general, 

rather than on the merits of the State' s case." Thierry, at 691. In Stale v. 

Powell, 62 Wn. App. 914, 816 P. 2d 86 ( 1991), the prosecutor argued that

if a child' s word is not enough, there would be no way to protect them

against predators. No curative instruction could effectively combat this

emotionally charged misconduct, and reversal was required. Id. al 919. 

Sce Id. Similarly, in Mr. Harris' s case, no curative instruction could have

neutralized the prosecutor' s impassioned plea to save all child victims. 

The prosecutor introduced a devastating trifecta of misconduct. In

addition to imploring the jury to decide the case based on the plight of
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child sex victims in general, she told them she personally knew the

defendant to be guilty and argued inside information that had not been

presented at trial. See In re Glassmar?n, 175 Wn. 2d 696, 606, 286 P. 3d

673 ( 2012) ( citing AI3A Standards for Criminal Justice). Neither the state

nor the below courts have provided an example of an instruction that could

undo this damage. 

In addition to failing to properly consider the effectiveness of a

curative instruction, the court of appeals erred in finding no misconduct in

the prosecutor' s misstatement that the jurors had sworn an oath not to

require corroboration. While the law may not require corroboration as a

matter of sufficiency of the evidence, it was up to each juror to decide

whether they required corroboration before finding proof beyond a

reasonable doubt. 

As detailed in appellant' s opening brief, the State' s case was not

strong. KM and J. I' s stories kept changing, and both were often caught in

significant inconsistencies. These difficulties may explain the prosecutor' s

urge to engage in misconduct, and reinforces its prejudicial nature. The

court of appeals ruling deprived Mr. I- Iarris of a fair trial and review is

appropriate under RAP 13. 4( h)( 3). 
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4. Defense counsel' s failure to object to repeated instances

of prG1udicial misconduct constitutes ineffective

assistance of counsel. 

Given the rampant, emotionally charged misconduct, there was no

valid reason for defense counsel not to object. The court of appeals

theorized it was a strategic decision, so that he could present his own

hypothetical. But " the relevant question is not whether counsel' s choices

were strategic, but whether they were reasonable." Roe v. Elores-Ortega, 

528 U. S. 470, 481, 120 S. Ct. 1029, 145 L. Ed. 2d 985 ( 2000). This Court

should accept review and reaffirm this rule of law, that unreasonable

decisions not to object, whether strategic or not, constitute ineffective

assistance of counsel. 

5. Cumulative error and other issues meriting review

Mr. I- Iarris did not receive a fair trial. Individually and together, the

errors deprived him of this right. Stade v. Coe, 101 Wn.2d 772, 789, 684

P. 2d 668 ( 1984). Even unpreserved errors may contribute to a finding of

cumulative error. Slate v. Alexander, 64 Wn. App. 147, 150- 51, 822 P. 2d

1250 ( 1992). In addition to the combined impact of the errors described

above, this Court should also accept review of the trial court' s requirement

that Mr. Harris was to remain " emotionless" in the courtroom. While not

objected to below, as described in appellant' s opening brief, this was a

manifest constitutional error that required Mr. l-larris to act unnaturally in
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front of the jury. This was a violation of his state and federal rights to " be

present" at his trial. See e. g.. Stare v. Maryott, 6 Wn. App. 96, 101- 03, 492

P. 2d 239 ( 1971). Review is appropriate under RAP 13. 4( b)( 3). 

IV. CONCLUSION

A defendant is not entitled to a perfect trial. There will always be

some mistakes. But a defendant is entitled to a fair trial, and there was

little about this trial that fits that definition. Mr. Harris walked into court

ready to confront the State' s evidence. But with each ruling, the court

stripped away his ability to challenge the credibility of his accusers. The

prosecutor then engaged in blatant and prejudicial misconduct, and his

attorney took no steps to stop her. Mr. Harris is entitled to a new and fair

trial. He respectfully requests this Court to grant his petition for review

Respectfully submitted: March 9, 2017

s/ James R. Dixon

State Bar Number 18014

Dixon & Cannon, Ltd. 

601 Union Street, Suite 3230

Seattle, WA 98104

Telephone: ( 206) 957-2247

E- mail: james@dixoncannon. comdixoncannon. com
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UNPUI3L.ISHED OPINION

LEE, . I. — Darrel Lorne Harris appeals his conviction for first degree rape of a child, first

degree child molestation, and indecent liberties. Harris argues that ( 1) the prosecutor committed

misconduct by ( a) appealing to the passions and prejudices of the juy, (b) misrepresenting the

law, and ( c) expressing personal opinions on facts not in evidence; ( 2) defense counsel provided

ineffective assistance by not objecting to the prosecutor' s comments; ( 3) the trial court erred by

excluding his home surveillance footage and investigator' s testimony; ( 4) the trial court violated

his right to be present and the presumption of innocence by ordering him to refrain from emoting; 

and ( 5) the cumulative effect oldie errors requires reversal. Harris also argues in a statement of

additional grounds for review (SAG) that ( 6) defense counsel was deficient for failing to enter his

surveillance footage as evidence; ( 7) the prosecutor improperly examined him on photographs not

in evidence; ( 8) the trial court erred by denying all of his requests and granting all of the

prosecution' s; and ( 9) the trial court erred by excluding his surveillance footage. We affirm. 
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FACTS

A. THE INCIDENT

In November 2013, Harris lived with his niece, K. M., I
and K. M.' s daughter, . L.I., at

Harris' s home. At the time, Harris was 47 years old, K. M. was 25 years old, and J. J. was 5 years

old. 

On November 6, K.M. awoke to Harris touching her vagina. K.M. moved his hand away. 

1- larris told her that he wanted a relationship with her, but she refused and left the room. Through

the rest of the day, Harris drove K.M. to a doctor' s appointment, the two had lunch together, and

Harris went to work. K. M. hugged Harris before he left for work. I3u1 by the time Harris returned

hone after work, K. M. and J. J. had moved to the home of Theresa Midgette, K.M.' s aunt. 

On November 9, K.M. called the police to report the sexual assault. Officer Alex Richards

responded and spoke to her. K.M. told Officer Richards about Harris touching her. K. M. said that

she did not report it earlier because Harris had threatened to kill her ill the past. K. M. also said

that Harris had abused . I. J. J.. 1. told Officer Richards that Harris touched her in a " private spot" 

and that he put " a finger in there." 3 Verbatim Report of Proceedings ( VRP) at 279- 80. 

The next day, K. M. took J. J. to the emergency room to be examined by Dr. Leah Roberts. 

Dr. Roberts did not find any physical evidence of abuse. however, .LJ. did describe what Harris

had done to her to Dr. Roberts, forensic interviewer Keri Arnold, pediatric practitioner Michelle

Breland, K.M., and Theresa Midgette. 

To protect the child' s privacy, this opinion uses the mother' s initials. 

2 Pursuant to General Order 2011- 1, we use initials for child witnesses in sex crime cases. 
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On January 24, 2014. the State charged I- larris with one count of indecent liberties for

touching K. M. The State also charged Harris with one count of first degree rape ofa child and

one count of first degree child molestation for abusing .1.. 1. 

B. PRETRIAI. MOTIONS

Before trial, defense counsel sought to admit Harris' s home surveillance footage. The

footage contained video clips, including one of the hug between K.M. and Harris before he left for

work on November 6, 2013. Harris argued that the footage should be admitted to challenge K.M.' s

credibility and show that her actions were inconsistent with someone who had been sexually

assaulted earlier that clay. The trial court found that the footage was not relevant because it lacked

audio and was subject to interpretation, and denied the motion. But the trial court ruled that the

witnesses could be examined about the events depicted in the footage. 

C. TRIAL

1. Emoting During the State' s Case in Chief

Throughout the first half of trial, Harris emoted by nodding and agreeing during witness

testimony. The trial court considered these acts as attempts to influence the jury and ordered both

parties, but Harris in particular, to retrain from emoting. This was done outside the presence of

the jury and defense counsel agreed to discuss this with Harris. However, Harris continued

emoting by shaking his head, laughing, and smirking during K. M.' s testimony. As a result, the

trial court, outside the presence of the jury, issued a warning and threatened a mistrial if Harris' s

emoting continued. 

3
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2. State' s Evidence

The prosecutor examined Dr. Roberts and 13reland about the lack of physical evidence. Dr. 

Roberts testified that" HI is not unusual to see no visual evidence of trauma" in child sexual abuse

cases and that " there often is not blatant physical evidence because they are often, the vaginal

tissues as well as the rectal tissues ... are elastic and they don' t often tear or visibly bruise." 3

VRP at 296- 97. This opinion was conlirmed by Breland during her testimony, when she testified

that ''[ Host of the time when kids have been sexually abused, their bodies are fine" and that

research supports that when kids have been sexually abused, it' s normal for them to not have any

physical signs on examination." 5 VRP at 596, 599. 

3. Defense' s Evidence

In the defense' s case in chief, defense counsel renewed its notion to admit Harris' s home

surveillance footage. The trial court denied the motion citing relevance and authentication

concerns. It reasoned that because K. M. did not contradict the footage, it was no longer relevant

to impeachment; the defense would still be able to argue their case. 

Defense counsel also sought to introduce testimony from an investigator about the layout

of Harris' s hone. The layout of the house, the existence of doors to Harris' s and .1.. 1.' s rooms, and

the ability to close the doors were at issue in the case. Harris was scheduled to testily about the

layout of his home. The trial court found that because Harris would be testifying about the layout

of the home, the investigator' s testimony would not provide anything Harris could not. The trial

court excluded the testimony because it was cumulative, but ruled that the investigator would be

allowed to testify about the home if Harris did not do so. 

4
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During the direct examination of Harris, the trial court admitted form photographs into

evidence. These photographs depicted different views inside Harris' s home: ( 1) one of his living

room and bedroom doorway; ( 2) one of his doorway in relation to the living room; ( 3) one from

K.M.' s bedroom into Lt.' s; and ( 4) one from . I. J.' s bedroom into K.M.' s. The State then cross- 

examined Harris about these photographs and others that were taken but not admitted. Two of the

photographs not admitted showed J. J.' s bed in relation to the door and the living room as viewed

From inside Harris' s room. 

4. Closing and Rebuttal Arguments

The prosecutor argued during closing that: 

Those are [ J. J.' s] words. That is her telling adults that arc there to help her, 
what happened to her. Her words. That is enough. Nothing more is required. You
will not find anywhere in your instructions that something more is required. That, 
in addition to a child saying it happened to them, you need corroborating evidence. 
The law doesn' t require it. Her words are enough. They are sufficient evidence Por
you to convict. 

It was talked about in voir dire about this being the situation. It came up
that some people might require more, might not just think it would be nice to have

more, but actually would require more. As a juror on this case, all of you as jurors
on this case, you have taken an oath to follow that law in your instructions. That
law docs not require more. You took an oath to follow that law. 

You have all of those things that you would like to sec, but commonly don' t
see. According to our law, Washington law, it doesn' t matter that these things don' t
exist, in fact rarely exist. So can you imagine a system wherein the majority of
cases that are like this one, a child or victim would have to be told, sorry, we can' t
go forward, we can' t prosecute your case because there is nothing to corroborate
what you are saying. No one is going to believe a kid with nothing beside your
word to prove it. You know, the law requires more. 13ut we don' t have that system. 
Our system doesn' t require more. 

Testimony, a child' s words, a victim' s words, are all you need. 
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If you believe [ J.. I.], what she told Ms. Arnold in the forensic interview, 

which you watched in open court, it was admitted. You' ll be able to watch it again

if you wish, what she told you from the stand, again what she was able to say, in

front of you, a group of strangers, and her abuser, what she told Dr. Roberts, 
Michelle Breland, her [ mother] and auntie, then you are satisfied beyond a

reasonable doubt, you have an abiding belief in the truth of the charges. That is
being convinced beyond a reasonable doubt. 

VRP ( Feb. 24, 2015) at 52- 54. Harris did not object to the State' s closing arguments. 

Defense counsel provided a hypothetical during closing arguments and focused on the

credibility of K.M. and .1.. I. and the lack of corroborating evidence. 

Now, one of the issues I brought up at the beginning of the trial in voir dire
is the subject matter of this type ofan allegation. The overwhelming prejudice that
society has when this kind of an allegation is made. That prejudice is there really
whether or not that allegation is corroborated or uncorroborated. I would submit to

you that you read about it in the newspaper or you hear about it, and there is that

prejudice that just automatically attaches to that kind of an allegation. In no other
situation, I don' t think under any other circumstance, would somebody' s statement
without corroboration be proof positive. 

I talked about this analogy in voir dire. You have the contract case where
somebody is owed money. There is absolutely no proof. Now, could there be
proof? There might be. Could be contracts, work done, something like that. What
I am saying is, if there is no proof, there is no proofofwork done, no contract, there
are no eyewitnesses, somebody says I am owed the money, if that' s all the evidence
there was, nobody would rule in that person' s favor. Yet that is exactly what you
are being asked to do in this case. The burden of proof and the presumption of
innocence does not change just based on the type of issue we have, whether it is a

mundane issue or a very heinous issue. The burden ol' proof is the same regardless. 
In fact, 1 will submit to you that one would even be more careful in the more serious

matters. In the instructions, it docs say the seriousness of the case can make you
more careful or you' re allowed to be more careful because of the seriousness of the
allegation. 

Now, let' s take a look at the evidence in this ease. Or maybe the lack of

evidence in this case. What do we have? We have statements. That is it. " there is

nothing else. When we have statements and nothing else, it is critical, it is
absolutely critical to look at the individual making those statements. You are going

6
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to have, in society, a far range of people that make accusations. In this case, the
accusations flow or come from one person. That is [K.M.]. 

Now, let' s look at what we don' t have in this case. The prosecutor has

touched on this. We don' t have anything. Essentially we have nothing. There is
nothing establishing that abuse occurred. There is nothing verifying abuse
occurred. There is nothing corroborating the statements from [ K.M.]. There is 110

medical evidence. Again, I would submit to you there are cases where there is
medical evidence. We have no medical evidence showing any abnormality
whatsoever, rashes, bruising, anything. In fact, there were two examinations. They
both showed that [. LJ.] was a healthy, young live -year- old. ' there was no signs of' 
her having been raped. No physical evidence. No eyewitness evidence. No
admissions or confessions. Nothing. 

The prosecutor called a number of witnesses, other than [ K.M. J and [. I.. I. 1. 
In fact, they called a total of six other witnesses other than [ K. M.] and [ 1. J.]. Not

one of those witnesses presented any additional evidence of [K.M.] or [ J.. I.] being
abused. 

There is no evidence in this case. It is a very serious matter. Proof beyond a
reasonable doubt is mandatory. [ Harris] is not guilty of these allegations. 1 - le told
you he did not commit these horrible acts. The prosecutor did not prove their cast

beyond a reasonable doubt. They presented absolutely no evidence of sexual
contact outside of the highly dubious testimony of [K. M.]. 1 am imploring you to
return a verdict of not guilty on all three counts in this natter. 

V12P ( Feb. 24, 2015) at 76- 77, 86- 88. 

In rebuttal, the prosecutor argued: 

Again, we don' t require— the law docs not require corroboration of when a parson

says, 1 was raped. The law doesn' t require that. We don' t want it to. Because then

you could prosecute maybe one percent of the crines. Everyone else, even though

they are coming forward and they are saying, this happened to me, we would have
to tell them: " l' oo bad. Your words arc not enough. Your sworn testimony is not
enough. 

We don' t live in that world. That is not what is required. Testimony is
enough. That is evidence. 

7
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Couple of things there. It is not just someone' s statement. People come in and they
testify. They swear to tell the truth. It isn' t just a statement. It is testimony. Again, 
that is proof. There are cases. Defense counsel says in no other situations, in no

other case would this be enough. That' s not true. 11' someone says something
happened to them, anything, an assault_ theft, they don' t have some sort of' 
independent corroborating evidence, it doesn' t matter. They are saying it
happened. IP you believe that person, then you are convinced beyond a reasonable
doubt. 

What I am telling you is that there almost never is other proof. This is not unusual. 
Yet, these cases are prosecutable. You can lind someone guilty beyond a
reasonable doubt because someone is telling you this happened to me. That is what
you have here. 

J. J.] told Ms. Arnold what happened to her. Her, in the most detail, because
that' s Ms. Arnold' s job. [ Li] could not say ouch here. Don' t hold that against
her. She' s six. This happened to her. The defendant is the one that did it. It came

up, it came about, who knows, [ IL] may have never told. 

The defendant also touched [ K. M.]. As a mother, she had to ask [. 1. 4 "Did
something also happen to you?" That is when it came out. Don' t let the defendant

get away with this because it is like so many others where there is no corroborating
evidence. It doesn' t matter. I -le did it. find him guilty. 

VRP ( Feb. 24, 2015) at 91- 92, 97- 98. Harris did not object to the State' s rebuttal arguments. 

5. Verdict

The jury found Harris guilty on all counts charged. Harris appeals. 

ANALYSIS

Harris argues that the prosecutor committed misconduct during closing and rebuttal

arguments, and alternatively, that defense counsel provided ineffective assistance by not objecting

8
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to such misconduct; the trial court erred in excluding his surveillance footage and his investigator' s

testimony; and the trial court violated Harris' s constitutional rights by restraining him from

emoting. We disagree. 

A. PROSECUTORIAL MISCONDUCT

Harris claims that the prosecutor committed misconduct during the State' s closing and

rebuttal arguments by ( 1) appealing to the passions and prejudices ofthe jury; (2) misrepresenting

the Iaw; and ( 3) expressing personal opinions. We agree that the prosecutor committed misconduct

by appealing to the passions and prejudices of the jury and expressing personal opinions 011 facts

not in evidence, but the prosecutor did not misrepresent the law and any misconduct was not

prejudicial. 

1. Legal Principles

To prevail on a claim of prosecutorial misconduct, a defendant must establish that the

prosecutor' s conduct was improper and prejudicial. Stole v. Emery, 174 Wn. 2d 741, 756, 278 P. 3d

653 ( 2012). We must first determine whether the prosecutor' s conduct was improper. Id. at 759. 

if the prosecutor' s conduct was improper, the question turns to whether the misconduct resulted in

prejudice. Id at 760. Prejudice is established by showing a substantial likelihood that such

misconduct affected the verdict. Id. 

Where a defendant docs not object at trial, he is deemed to have waived any error unless

the prosecutor' s misconduct was so flagrant and ill intentioned that an instruction could not have

cured any resulting prejudice. Id. at 760- 61. Under this heightened standard, the defendant must

show that "( 1) ' no curative instruction would have obviated any prejudicial effect on the jury' and

2) the misconduct resulted in prejudice that ` had a substantial likelihood of affecting the jury

9
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verdict."' Id at 761 ( quoting Stale v. Yhorgerson, 172 Wn.2d 438, 455, 258 P. 3d 43 ( 2011)). In

making this determination, we " focus less on whether the prosecutor' s misconduct was flagrant or

ill intentioned and more on whether the resulting prejudice could have been cured." Id. at 762. To

analyze prejudice, we look at the comments in the context of the total argument, the issues in the

case, the evidence, and the instructions given to the jury. Stale v. Warren, 165 Wn.2d 17, 28, 195

P. 3d 940 ( 2008). The jury is presumed to follow the trial court' s instructions. Slate v. Anderson, 

153 Wn. App. 417, 428, 220 P. 3d 1273 ( 2009), review denied, 170 Wn.2d 1002 ( 2010). 

2. Appealing to the Passions and Prejudices of the Jury

Harris fust argues that the prosecutor committed misconduct by appealing to the passions

and prejudices ofthejury. We agree but hold that such misconduct was not prejudicial. 

a. Misconduct

Prosecutors commit misconduct when they use arguments designed to arouse the passions

or prejudices of the jury. In re Pers. Restraint ofGlasmcrnn, 175 Wn.2d 696, 704, 286 P. 3d 673

2012). Such arguments create a danger that the jury may convict for reasons other than the

evidence. See Slate v. Rarrros, 164 Wn. App. 327, 338, 263 P. 3d 1268 ( 2011). " A proper argument

stays within the bounds of the evidence and the instructions" given. Stale v. Smiley, 195 Wn. App. 

185, 194, 379 P. 3d 149 ( 2016). 

In Slate v. Thierry, the prosecutor stated that " if the jury did not believe [ the victim' s] 

testimony, and . acquitted [ the defendant], ' then the State may as well ,just give up prosecuting

these cases, and the law might as well say that [ Ole word of a child is not enough.'" 190 Wn. 

App. 680, 691, 360 P. 3d 940 ( 2015) ( some alterations in original), revier+' denied, 185 Wn.2d 1015

2016). Defense counsel objected to the statement, but the trial court overruled and allowed the

10
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prosecutor to proceed; the prosecutor repeated this theme throughout closing and rebuttal

arguments. Id. at 688, 692. This court concluded that the prosecutor' s message improperly

appealed to the emotions of the jury by relying on the " threatened impact on other cases, or society

in general, rather than on the merits of the State' s case." Id. at 691. In reaching its conclusion, 

this court reasoned that the prosecutor' s statements meant that the jury needed to convict in order

to allow reliance on the testimony of future child sexual abuse victims and to protect future victims

of such abuse. Id. 

Similarly, in Slate vv. Smiley, the prosecutor made several statements calling the jurors to

imagine a legal system in which corroborating evidence was required and to consider how difficult

it would be to hold abusers responsible. 195 Wn. App. at 191. The prosecutor in Smiley argued: 

That is enough for proof beyond a reasonable doubt. Nothing more is
required.... There' s nothing that says there needs to be corroborating evidence of
any kind, some kind of physical evidence, some kind ofeyewitness.... The law

docs not require it. 

Can you imagine a system where it was required'? ... It' s not unusual for

kids not to disclose to anyone where it' s going to come to the attention ()Ilk system
until months, sometimes years later.... 

If the system did work that way, kids would have to be told, we' re sorry, we
can' t prosecute your case, we can' t hold your abuser responsible because all we

have is your word, and that' s not enough. No one' s going to believe a kid or a teen, 
and we need something else. We don' t do that. That' s not how the system works. 

lithe law required that additional evidence, we couldn' t prosecute so many
of these cases, the majority of these cases. We couldn' t hold the majority of sexual
abusers responsible. We couldn' t hold [ the victim' s] abuser responsible. So the

law doesn' t require it. All you need is someone telling you it happened, and if you
believe that person, if you believe [ the girl], that' s enough, you arc satisfied beyond
a reasonable doubt of the defendant' s guilt. 
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Id. The court found that the prosecutor' s statements were improper and prejudice resulted. Id. at

194- 95. The court reasoned that it was " unnecessary to explain why the law is the way it is," and

thatThs] uch explanations tend to lead into policy -based arguments that divert the jury from its fact- 

finding function." Id. at 194. 1- Iowever, unlike in Thierry, defense counsel in Smiley did not object. 

Id. at 195. The court held that if an objection had been made, the trial court could have sustained

the objection and instructed the jury to disregard the prosecutor' s st<atements. Id. at 196- 97. As a

result, the court held that because the prejudice was curable, the defendant had waived the issue of

the improper argument by failing to object. Id. at 197. 

The present case is analogous to Smiley as the arguments made by the prosecutor here are

similar to those made by the prosecutor in Smiley. First, just as in , Smiley, the prosecutor here

called the jury to imagine a system in which corroborating evidence was required and how difficult

it would be to prosecute cases with a child' s testimony alone. The prosecutor here argued: 

So can you imagine a system wherein the majority of cases that are like this one, a
child or victim would have to be told, sorry, we can' t go forward, we can' t prosecute
your case because there is nothing to corroborate what you arc saying[?] ... But

we don' t have that system. Our system doesn' t require more. 

Testimony, a child' s words, a victim' s words, arc all you need. 

VRP ( Feb. 24, 2015) at 53- 54. 

The prosecutor then argued that if corroborating evidence was required, the State could

only prosecute one percent of such cases because words would not be enough. 

Again, we don' t require the law does not require corroboration of when a person

says, I was raped. The law doesn' t require that. We don' t want it to. Because then

you could prosecute maybe one percent of the crimes. Everyone else, even though

they are coming forward and they are saying, this happened to me, we would have
to tell then: Too bad. Your words are not enough. Your sworn testimony is not
enough. 

12
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We don' t live in that world. That is not what is required. Testimony is
enough. That is evidence.... 

It is not just someone' s statement. People come in and they testify. They swear to
tell the truth. It isn' t just a statement. It is testimony. Again, that is proof.... If

someone says something happened to them, anything, an assault, theft, they don' t
have some sort of independent corroborating evidence, it doesn' t matter. They are
saying it happened. If you believe that person, then you are convinced beyond a
reasonable doubt. 

V IZP ( Feb. 24, 2015) at 91- 92. 

Like Smiley, the prosecutor' s arguments theorized the inability to prosecute child sexual

abuse cases if the legal system required corroborating evidence; such an alternative description of

the way the law worked essentially asked the jurors to " align themselves with ' the system' in

deciding what the necessary quantum of proof should be from a public policy perspective" and if

they did not, then other children would be in danger. 195 Wn. App. at 194- 95. The prosecutor' s

comments were improper because it created the risk that the jury decided to believe J. J.' s testimony

for improper reasons. " Therefore, we hold that the prosecutor committed misconduct. 

b. Prejudice

With a finding ofmisconduct, the analysis turns to whether Harris was prejudiced. Because

Harris did not object, the inquiry is whether a curative instruction would have obviated any

prejudicial effect. Emery, 174 Wn.2d at 761. Division One has held that such arguments constitute

misconduct but can be cured with a proper instruction. Smiley, 195 Wn. App. at 197 (" ITIhe court

could have decisively derailed the argument by sustaining the objection and instructing the jury to

disregard the improper comments."). We follow Smiley and hold that because an instruction could

have cured any resulting prejudice, Harris' s failure to object waives this argument on appeal. 
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3. Misrepresenting the Law and the Jury' s Function

Harris next argues that the prosecutor committed misconduct by misrepresenting the law

and the jury' s function. We hold that the prosecutor did not misrepresent the law and the jury' s

function. 

A prosecutor commits misconduct by misstating the law. , State v. Allen, 182 Wn.2d 364, 

373, 341 P. 3c1268 ( 2015). Such misstatements have " grave potential to mislead the jury." State

v Davenport, 100 Wn.2d 757, 763, 675 P. 2d 1213 ( 1984). But a prosecutor' s statements must be

considered in context. State v. Swanson, 181 Wn. App. 953, 964, 327 P. 3d 67 ( holding that a

prosecutor' s conduct is reviewed in the full context, considering the issues, arguments, evidence, 

and instructions presented and given to the jury), review denied, 181 Wn. 2d 1024 ( 2014). 

Harris challenges the prosecutor' s argument that " the jurors would be violating their oath

if they decided that the child' s word alone was insufficient to meet the State' s burden." Br. of

Appellant at 26. Harris' s challenge fails because one theme of the prosecutor' s closing and rebuttal

arguments was that corroborating evidence is not required. In fact, the prosecutor' s preceding and

following statements further explained that corroborating evidence is not required and that the

State is able to meet its burden of proof and satisfy the beyond a reasonable doubt standard without

corroborating evidence. 

Harris argues that the prosecutor " implored [ the jury] to ignore the evidence" when she

stated, " Don' t let the defendant get away with this because it is like so many others where there is

no corroborating evidence, It doesn' t matter. He did it. Find him guilty." Br. of Appellant at 26; 

VRI) ( Feb. 24, 2015) at 98. However, considering this statement in the context of the prosecutor' s

entire argument, it is apparent that " it doesn' t matter" refers to the provision in RCW 9A.44. 020( 1), 
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which does not preclude a finding of guilt in the absence of corroborating evidence. This statement

correctly argued that corroborating evidence was not required to find Harris guilty beyond a

reasonable doubt. " fhus, we hold that the prosecutor did not misrepresent the law and the jury' s

function. 3

4. Introducing Outside Evidence and Personal Opinion

Harris argues that the prosecutor committed misconduct by introducing outside evidence

and expressing personal opinion. We agree but hold that such misconduct was not prejudicial. 

a. Misconduct

Courts are concerned about the expression of personal opinions by prosecutors because

juries may give special weight to their arguments due to their fact-finding resources. Glasmonn, 

175 Wn.2d at 706. Therefore, it is improper for a prosecutor to express a personal opinion

independent of the evidence because juries may believe that prosecutors have insider information

that was not shared during trial. State v. Susan, 152 Wash. 365, 380, 278 P. 149 ( 1929). However, 

if based on the evidence, prosecutors may make reasonable inferences in their arguments. Slate v. 

Dholiwa/, 150 Wn.2d 559, 579, 79 P. 3d 432 ( 2003). Also, prosecutors are allowed to respond to

the arguments made by the defense. State vv. IZus.eell, 125 Wn.2d 24, 87, 882 P. 2d 747 ( 1994). On

review, a prosecutor' s statements are considered in context. Swanson, 181 Wn. App. at 964. 

3 We also note that the trial court instructed the jury: ( 1) they must " decide the facts in [ the] case
based upon the evidence presented [ to them] during [ the] trial," ( 2) the " lawyers' statements are

not evidence. The evidence is the testimony and the exhibits," and ( 3) that they " are also the sole
judges of the value or weight to be given to the testimony of each witness." Clerk' s Papers at 85- 
86. The jury is presumed to have followed such instructions. Anderson, 153 Wn. App. at 428. 
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I- lere, the prosecutor' s arguments went beyond a reasonable inference based on the

evidence. At trial, Dr. Roberts testified that"[ i] t is not unusual to see no visual evidence of trauma" 

in child sexual abuse cases and that ` there often is not blatant physical evidence because they are

often, the vaginal tissues as well as the rectal tissues ... arc elastic and they don' t often tear or

visibly bruise." 3 VRP at 296-97. Breland testified that "[ Host of the time when kids have been

sexually abused, their bodies are line" and that " research supports that when kids have been

sexually abused, it' s normal for them to not have any physical signs on examination." 5 VRP at

596, 599. From this evidence, during closing arguments, Harris argued that there is no

corroborating evidence or medical evidence to show that abuse occurred. In response, the

prosecutor argued that " the law does not require corroboration of when a person says, I was raped. 

The law doesn' t require that. We don' t want it to. Because then you could prosecute maybe one

percent of the crimes" and "[ w] hat I am telling you is that there almost never is other proof. This

is not unusual. Yet, these cases are prosecutable." VRP ( Feb. 24, 2015) at 91, 97. The prosecutor

then punctuated her argument by telling the jury to not " let the defendant get away with this

because it is like so many others where there is no corroborating evidence. It doesn' t matter. He

did it. Find him guilty." VRP ( Feb. 24, 2015) at 98. 

The State argues that these arguments were in response to Harris' s argument about the lack

of evidence and that they were reasonable inferences based on the testimony provided by Dr. 

Roberts and Breland. However, the prosecutor' s arguments that " then you could prosecute maybe

one percent of the crimes," " there almost never is other proof This is not unusual," and " it is like

so many others where there is no corroborating evidence," went beyond what is acceptable as a

reasonable inference. By expanding the argument beyond the testimony of Dr. Roberts and
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Breland, and speaking about the ability to prosecute similar crimes, the existence of proof, and

what is usual or unusual, the prosecutor improperly interjected her own experiences and personal

opinions on facts not in evidence. ' Therefore, we hold that the prosecutor' s comments were

improper. 

b. Prejudice

Finding the prosecutor' s comments were improper, the analysis turns to whether Harris

was prejudiced. Because Harris did not object, the inquiry is whether a curative instruction would

have obviated any prejudicial effect from the improper comments. Emery, 174 Wn. 2d at 761. 

Here, any resulting prejudice could have been cured by a proper instruction from the trial

court to disregard the improper commcnts. 4 Accordingly, we hold that Harris' s prosecutorial

misconduct claims fail. 

5. Cumulative Effect of Prosecutorial Misconduct

Harris argues that the cumulative effect of prosecutorial misconduct requires reversal. We

disagree. 

Under the cumulative error doctrine, a trial court' s verdict will be reversed when it appears

reasonably probable that the cumulative effect of errors materially affected the outcome, even

when no one error alone mandates reversal. Russe/ I, 125 Wn.2d al 93. The defendant bears the

burden of proving the cumulative effect of the errors is of a sufficient magnitude that retrial is

necessary. In re Pers. Reslruini of Lord, 123 Wn. 2d 296, 332, 868 P. 2d 835 ( 1994). 

4 Again, we note that the trial court instructed the jury that they must decide the facts of the case
based on the evidence presented and that the lawyers' statements are not evidence. The jury is
presumed to follow the trial court' s instructions. Anderson, 153 Wn. App. at 428. 
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Here, Harris has identified two instances of prosecutorial misconduct. As discussed above, 

the prosecutor committed misconduct by appealing to the passions and prejudices of the jury and

expressing her personal opinion on facts not in evidence; however, such misconduct was not

prejudicial. Defense counsel utilized the prosecutor' s comments in closing, countered them by

presenting his own hypothetical about what happens when there is a lack of corroborating evidence

in other situations, and highlighted the effect of uncorroborated allegations in prejudicial

circumstances. Harris has not met his burden of proving the cumulative effect of the two errors

materially affected the outcome. Therefore, his argument fails. 

B. INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF COUNSEL

Harris also claims that he was prejudiced by ineffective assistance of counsel. In support, 

he cites defense counsel' s failure to object to the prosecutor' s improper comments made during

closing and rebuttal arguments. We disagree. 

1. Legal Principles

We review ineffective assistance of counsel claims de novo. Stale v. Sudberby, 165 Wn. 2d

870, 883, 204 P. 3d 916 ( 2009). To establish ineffective assistance of counsel, Harris must show

both deficient performance and resulting prejudice. State iv. McFarland, 127 Wn. 2d 322, 334- 35, 

899 P. 2d 1251 ( 1995). If Harris fails to establish either prong of the test, we need not inquire

further. State V. Foster, 140 Wn. App. 266, 273, 166 P. 3d 726 ( 2007). 

Deficient performance occurs when counsel' s performance falls below an objective

standard of reasonableness. State v. Stenson, 132 Wn.2d 668, 705, 940 P. 2d 1239 ( 1997). There

is a strong presumption of effective assistance, and the defendant bears the burden rebutting that

presumption by showing the lack of a legitimate strategic or tactical reason for the challenged
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conduct. McFarland, 127 Wn. 2d at 336; Stale v. McLean, 178 Wn. App. 236, 247, 313 P. 3d 1 181

2013) ("[ C] ounsel' s performance is not deficient if it can be characterized as a legitimate trial

tactic."). 

Decisions of whether to object are " classic example[ s] of trial tactics." Stole v. Madison, 

53 Wn. App. 754, 763, 770 P. 2d 662 ( 1989). We presume that a failure to object is a part of a

legitimate trial strategy. Stale v. Johnston, 143 Wn. App. 1, 20, 177 P. 3d 1127 ( 2007). Where a

defendant bases his ineffective assistance of counsel claim on counsel' s failure to object, the

defendant must rebut this presumption by showing that the objection would likely have succeeded

and the result of the proceeding would have been different. Id. " The absence of an objection by

defense counsel strongly suggests to a court that the argument or event in question did not appear

critically prejudicial to art appellant in the context of the trial." Salle v. Edvoldi., 157 Wn. App. 

517, 525- 26, 237 P. 3d 368 ( 2010). "' Only in egregious circumstances, on testimony central to the

State' s case, will the failure to object constitute incompetence of counsel justilying reversal.'" 

Johnston, 143 Wn. App. at 19 ( quoting Madison, 53 Wn. App. at 763). 

2. Deficient Performance

Harris argues that defense counsel' s failure to object to the prosecutor' s improper

statements, discussed in Section A above, constituted deficient performance. We disagree. 

In this case, the record shows that defense counsel' s failure to object to the prosecutor' s

arguments was reasonable and a part of a legitimate trial strategy. The focus of defense counsel' s

closing argument, and entire defense theory, was that the State presented only allegations without

any corroborating evidence. In fact, defense counsel posited his own hypothetical to counter the

State' s arguments and provided the example of a contracts case— if someone alleged they were
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owed money, but there was no proof, then " nobody would rule in that person' s favor." VRP ( Feb. 

24, 2015) at 76- 77. This defense originated in voir dire and continued throughout the trial, during

which, defense counsel also attacked K. M.' s and J. J.' s credibility, raised questions about their

motivations for nuking such allegations, stressed that the State failed to present any evidence to

support the allegations other than K.M.' s and . L. l.' s testimony, and highlighted the lack of any

corroborating evidence. Utilizing the prosecutor' s arguments to emphasize a counter argument is

a basic and legitimate trial strategy. Because Harris is not able to show the lack of a legitimate

strategic or tactical reason for defense counsel' s decision to not object, he is unable to overcome

the presumption ofeffective assistance. Therefore, Harris' s ineffective assistance of counsel claim

fails. 

C. RIGHT To PRESENT A MEANINGFUL DEFENSE

Harris argues that the trial court violated his right to present a meaningful defense when it

excluded ( 1) his hone surveillance footage and ( 2) his investigator' s testimony. We disagree. 

1. Standard of Review

A defendant' s Sixth Amendment right to present a meaningful defense is denied when the

defendant is precluded from presenting evidence on highly probative facts. Stale v. Jones, 168

Wn.2d 713, 720- 21, 230 P. 3d 576 ( 2010). Such a situation exists when the defendant is not able

to testify or otherwise present evidence of facts that are essential to the ultimate issue and equate

to the defense' s entire argument. See id. at 721. 

A dispute as to whether a piece of evidence should have been admitted is reviewed under

different standards of review based on the reason for its admission and the effect of its exclusion. 

See id. at 719- 720. When the evidence is nonessential to the defense' s case, the appellate court
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reviews for an abuse of discretion because the dispute does not implicate a constitutional right. 

See id. at 721; Slate v. Ashley, 186 Wn. 2d 32, 39, 375 P. 3d 673 ( 2016). 

I -fere, Harris sought to introduce his home surveillance footage. The surveillance footage

depicted the hug between Harris and K.M. before Harris left for work on November 6, 2013. 

I-larris argues that the footage would have helped impeach K.M.— that she did not exhibit the

typical behavior of a person that had been sexually assaulted earlier that day. However, the Footage

was not essential because the case did not hinge on the hug. Without the footage, defense counsel

was still able to examine Harris and K. M. on the events depicted, neither of whom denied what

happened. Thus, the footage was not so probative as to cleny Harris a defense by its exclusion. 

Harris also sought to introduce his investigator' s testimony about the layout of Harris' s

home because the existence of doors for Harris' s and .L.l.' s rooms, and their ability to close were

at issue in the case. But the investigator' s testimony was not essential because defense counsel

had already planned to question Harris about the layout of his home and present pictures of the

home. Also, the trial court ruled that if Harris did not testify, then the investigator' s testimony

would be allowed. Harris testified about the very matters his investigator was proffered to testily

about. Thus, the investigator' s testimony was not essential to Harris' s defense. 

Harris' s right to present a meaningful defense was not implicated by the exclusion of the

surveillance footage or the investigator' s testimony. Therefore, the abuse of discretion standard

applies. 

A trial court abuses its discretion if its decision is "` manifestly unreasonable, or exercised

on untenable grounds, or for untenable reasons." City al Kennewick v. Day, 142 Wn. 2d 1, 5, 11

P. 3d 304 ( 2000) ( alteration in original) (quoting State v. McDonald, 138 Wn.2d 680, 696, 981 P. 2d
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443 ( 1999)). The exclusion of evidence lies largely within the discretion of the trial court. Slate

v. Thomas, 150 Wn.2d 821, 869, 83 P. 3d 970 ( 2004). And we may affirm a trial court' s decision

on any ground adequately supported by the record. Slate v. I-hrynh, 107 Wn. App. 68, 74, 26 P. 3d

290 ( 2001). Ultimately, the appellant bears the burden of proving an abuse of discretion. Ashley, 

186 Wn.2d at 39. 

2. No Abuse of Discretion in Excluding Evidence

Evidence is relevant if it has " any tendency to make the existence of any fact that is of

consequence to the determination of the action more probable or less probable than it would be

without the evidence." ER 401. Relevant evidence is generally admissible. ER 402. " The

threshold to admit relevant evidence is very low. Even minimally relevant evidence is admissible." 

Slate v. Darden, 145 Wn.2d 612, 621, 41 P. 3d 1 189 ( 2002). Yet, relevant evidence " may be

excluded if its probative value is substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, 

confusion of the issues, or misleading the jury, or by considerations of undue delay, waste of time, 

or needless presentation of cumulative evidence." ER 403. 

a. Home surveillance footage

Harris argues that the trial court erred when it excluded his home surveillance footage. We

disagree. 

At trial, Harris testified to the events captured in the surveillance footage, and K.M. did not

deny what had happened. 13oth confirmed that K. M. gave Harris a hug right before he left for

work that day. Thus, the footage was cumulative. It was well within the trial court' s discretion to

exclude cumulative evidence under ER 403. Therefore, we hold that the trial court did not abuse

its discretion in excluding Harris' s home surveillance footage. 
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b. Investigator' s testimony

Harris argues that the trial court erred when it excluded his investigator' s testimony. We

disagree. 

While the investigator' s testimony about whether J.J.' s bedroom door could close was

relevant to Harris' s defense, the testimony was duplicative of Harris' s testimony. During argument

on the admission ol' the testimony, defense counsel stated that he planned to present pictures

detailing the layout of Harris' s home and examine Harris and the investigator on the layout. The

trial court concluded the investigator' s testimony would be cumulative because it would not add

anything that the pictures and Harris could not provide, and Harris was in a better position to testify

due to his familiarity with his home during the time period in question. Therefore, we hold that

the trial court did not abuse its discretion in excluding the investigator' s testimony as cumulative. 

D. RIGHT To BE PRESENT AND THE PRESUMP' T' ION OF INNOCENCE

Harris argues that die trial court violated his constitutional right to be present and the

presumption of innocence when it ordered him to stop emoting at counsel table. We hold that the

trial court did not violate Harris' s constitutional right because he was physically present in the

courtroom during the entire trial and he was not admonished in front of the jury. 

We review constitutional claims de novo. Stale v. Irby, 170 Wn. 2d 874, 880, 246 P. 3d 796

2011). Under the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments of the U. S. Constitution, a criminal

defendant has a fundamental right to be present at all " critical stages" atrial. Id. Presence means

physical presence and the ability to defend in person. WASH. CONST. art. I, § 22; Stale v. Aiaryoil, 

6 Wn. App. 96, 102- 03, 492 P. 2d 239 ( 1971). With this right flows the right to the " physical

indicia of innocence which includes the right of the defendant to be brought before the court with
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the appearance, dignity, and self-respect of a free and innocent man." State v. Pinch, 137 Wn. 2d

792, 844, 975 P. 2d 967 ( 1999). 

At the core of the right to be present rests the principle of' fairness, and in that vein, the

presumption of innocence cannot be jeopardized. See Irby, 170 Wn.2d at 900. When a defendant

exhibits disruptive or defiant behavior, the trial court must be given sufficient discretion to handle

the situation. Sime v. Chapple, 145 Wn.2d 310, 320, 36 P. 3d 1025 ( 2001). 

Here, the trial court' s admonishments were done outside the presence of the jury. Although

Harris was admonished to refrain From emoting, the admonitions do not rise to the level of

violating any indicia of innocence because they were not seen by the jury and thus, were not

inherently prejudicial. The admonitions did not single out Harris as particularly guilty or

dangerous. Although the admonishments were emphasized to Harris due to his disruptive

behavior, the trial court' s orders to stop emoting were directed at both parties. 

Also, the admonitions were a result of Harris' s attempts to influence the jury and disrupt

the court. The trial court had discretion to manage the situation and did so by prohibiting both

parties, albeit Harris in particular, from emoting. Therefore, we hold that Harris' s right to be

present was not violated and there was no danger of destroying the presumption of innocence in

the minds of the jury. 

H. CUMULATIVE ERROR

Harris argues that even if the alleged errors do not independently warrant reversal, the

cumulative effect of the errors does. We disagree. 

The cumulative error doctrine applies when more than one error occurred at the trial court

level, but none alone warrant reversal. Slate v. Hodges, 118 Wn. App. 668, 673- 74, 77 P. 3d 375
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2003). Instead, the combined errors effectively denied the defendant a fair trial. M. Numerous

errors, harmless standing alone, can deprive a defendant of a lair trial. Stale v. Coe, 101 Wn. 2d

772, 789, 684 P. 2d 668 ( 1984). The defendant bears the burden of proving the cumulative effect

of the errors is of a sufficient magnitude that retrial is necessary. Lord, 123 Wn.2d at 332. 

Here, Harris is not entitled to relief based on cumulative error. Only two instances of

nonprejudicial prosecutorial misconduct occurred, and we hold that Harris has not met his burden

of showing the cumulative effect of the errors is of sufficient magnitude to require reversal. 

Therefore, we do not grant relief based on cumulative error. 

P. SAG

1. ineffective Assistance of Counsel

Harris argues that defense counsel was ineffective for failing to introduce his home

surveillance footage. However, defense counsel did attempt to introduce Harris' s home

surveillance footage both before and during trial. Therefore, we hold that this argument fails

because it is factually incorrect. 

2. Facts Not in Evidence

Harris argues that the prosecutor improperly asked about facts not in evidence when she

questioned him about photographs that were not admitted. We disagree. 

On direct examination of Harris, to show that J. J.' s bedroom door could not close because

of the placement of J. J.' s bed and that Harris' s bedroom did not have a door, four photographs

were admitted depicting different views from the inside of Harris' s home. However, none of the

admitted photographs depicted J. J.' s bed in relation to the door nor the inside of Harris' s bedroom

doorframe. So on cross- examination, the prosecutor questioned Harris about whether other
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photographs may exist and whether Harris had taken other photos. Harris testified that he had

taken a photograph of J.. l.' s bed in relation to the door and of the inside of his doorframe. By

introducing a selective set of photographs, Harris opened the door to questioning about other

photographs that might definitively decide the issue. ' therefore, we hold that the prosecutor' s

conduct was proper. 

3. Granting and Denying Requests

Harris argues that the trial court erred when it " sustain[ ed] all of [ thel prosecuting

attorney' s requests, while denying all of [the] defense' s requests." SAG at 2. Under RAP 10. 10( c), 

while citations to the record and authority are not required, we will not consider a SAG if "it does

not inform the court of the nature and occurrence of alleged errors." Here, Harris' s use of the word

requests" is vague; it does not provide us with the ability to determine the nature and occurrence

of the alleged errors. " fhereforc, we do not consider this argument. 

CONCLUSION

We hold that ( 1) ( a) the prosecutor committed misconduct by appealing to the passions and

prejudices of the jury and expressing personal opinions on facts not in evidence, but Harris has

waived his challenge because any resulting prejudice could have been cured by an instruction, ( b) 

the prosecutor did not misrepresent the law, and ( c) the cumulative effect of the prosecutor' s

misconduct does not require reversal; ( 2) Harris' s ineffective assistance of counsel claim fails

because defense counsel' s representation was not deficient; ( 3) the trial court did not abuse its

discretion in excluding Harris' s home surveillance footage and his investigator' s testimony

because the evidence was cumulative; (4) the trial court did not violate Harris' s right to be present

or the presumption of innocence because he was physically present in the courtroom during the
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entire trial and was not admonished in front of the jury; and ( 5) no cumulative error existed. We

also hold that Harris' s SAG challenges fail. Accordingly, we affirm. 

A majority of the panel having determined that this opinion will not be printed in the

Washington Appellate Reports, but will be tiled for public record in accordance with RCW

2. 06.040, it is so ordered. 

We concur: 

e1,, 

Bjorgen, C. J. 
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